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Marti Report, this Galaxie is just such a car. This beautiful example is for sale here on eBay.
Located in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada it is offered for sale with a clear title by only its second
owner. In the seller bought the car from its original owner. He then had it was resprayed in its
original Highland Green, and also had new carpet installed. Apart from that the rest of the car is
original. The photos do show a car that is really straight for a year-old. The fact that it has held
up so well is an indication that it was a quality respray. Panel gaps look nice and even, and all
exterior chrome and trim appear to be in good condition. In fact, the condition is good enough
for the car to have accumulated some silverware from different car shows. The interior of this
car presents nearly as well as the exterior. It is a neat and tidy place, and I have a real soft spot
for a black interior. The one thing that does stand out as a potential negative for me is the lid to
the glove compartment. It really frustrates me that there are no engine shots for a car like this.
To me, those are the money shots. We do get photos of the Marti Report verifying that this car
really is a 1-of-1 example. The seller says that everything is original, which means that a ci V8
resides under the hood, backed by a 4-speed manual transmission and 3. It was optioned with
the GT Equipment Group, but not air con. To a certain extent I think that lack of air con could be
an issue in the warmer states, but to me, it would probably detract from the purity of this being
a GT car. The one thing that I will say is that if the owner is as meticulous about the drive-train
as he is about the rest of the car, then it will be better than average to say the least. If you read
the Marti Report in this ad, you will see that the Galaxie XL GT was not built in enormous
numbers only of the 2-door fastbacks. Therefore, finding any for sale is not an easy task.
Whether this would potentially be a good buy would really depend on where the seller has set
the reserve for this auction. To me what I see is a year-old car that has only had 2 owners. I had
a white fastback, one of with the but bench seat and automatic. Also had a yellow Galaxie
convertible without the hidden headlights which was much cooler as the whole top came down!
Thanks for that Michael. It looks like they have added a number of photos since I wrote the
article. Maybe they read Barn Finds! I am not big on green, but this car is unique enough that I
would love to own it. Whoever buys it will probably have the only one at any Ford show. It would
do mph in third gear and not much more in forth. Often consider my self lucky to have survived
all the shenanigans associated with it. Traded it to a friend for a pickup with the understanding I
would get the first shot when he sold it. My neighbor had this same car parked in his barn.
There were instructions printed on the inside of the glove box door for driving for long periods
at over 90 mph. I was 15 and I told him I wanted to buy it when I was I used to go and sit in it and
imagine cruising at I hated him for that. Air conditioning in a Canadian car of this vintage would
make any car a 1 of 1. It was seldom, if ever, ordered, or wanted. What a cool car! I love the big

cars with 4 speeds in them. We did eat at a great Chinese resturaunt there one of three good â€”
eating places in Canada. The other two were Dairy Queens. The Sudbury basin is an ancient
meteorite strike area the crater is about kilometres in diameter that left it rich in minerals, and
for the record DQ is NOT a good eating place! All the best, John. Hi John. No I live south-east of
Sudbury, near Carnarvon,Ontario. Sudbury in the 70s was a tough place to eat and stay married.
When Sears expanded into Sudbury getting sales managers transferred there was accompanied
by threats of divorce. Those that did go anyway soon found themselves served with papers. At
that time Sudbury was recovering from being the acid rain capital of the western world. The best
restaurant in Sudbury was in the Ambassador Hotel. I ate a lot of them in the 7 weeks I was ther
for my part of the project. Given the aggressive nature of the acid rain the fact that this Ford still
exists is practically miraculous but not unpredcedented. Three Rebel Machines at least survived
as well. One was lost in a fire in the 90s and the other two are still there. You had to order a or to
get the GT option. Marti sent me a report that I requested about how many of the s were GT
equipped cars. That turned to be only with the 4spd option. If anyone would like additional info
on my car please ask rather than assume. Thanks Denis. Hi Denis Lanteigne, Thank you so
much for your feedback. I always enjoy hearing from the owners of the cars that I write about. I
also have to congratulate you on owning such a wonderful classic. It was my pleasure and
honor to write about it. Nice rare car.. Good luck to the new owner!!! Love these big old Fords.
The two-door hardtops were cool enough, but a full-size fastback? Besides wearing 3 different
shades of Ford Blue. Most likely an old truck engine. The canister in front of the air cleaner that
is part of the smog system has a C8 part number which is for a model. I was a Ford dealership
shop foreman when this car was new. The glove box lids are molded plastic and often could not
be perfectly aligned. The corners end up sticking out on one end or the other. You just have to
center it as best as you can. They are wonderful road cars. Back when I was tearing up the
streets there were a lot of 4 speed Chevy Impala and SS owners but never knew anyone who
bought a full size Ford with a 4 speed. Harry Hodsonâ€¦.. I inquired with the owner, and this was
his responseâ€¦â€¦. I love this type of Ford. This car is just five hours away, maybe I could trade
him for this , car. Nice rare Ford saddled with a Ford 4speed shifter, in my option the worst
shifter ever made. That it still works has to say something about how carefully this car was
driven. Buyer beware. What falls off specifically are the nuts that hold the bottom yoke to the
top yoke which fits owner a shaft. Nothing I did would keep that assembly tight. As it gets loose,
the looseness affects the tranny internals. The throw is never good even when brand new. You
notice when your hand hits the dash while shifting into 3rd. Or having to sit on the shifter to
keep it in 2nd. Not so about the shifter. Mine works great , even at 7 grand shifts. Perhaps it is
the operator, not the equipment. Had the same model but a , with the and a C-6! It was a great
road car, with the black leather interior and Maroon paint! I would have liked to seen a in there
personally, but this is a beautiful old full sized Ford that any Ford guy would be proud to own. I
found one of these sitting outside a local muffler shop earlier his year in my usual daily search
for vintage itonâ€”looked to be in Gulfstream Aqua. I wonder how many of those 50, XL
fastbacks are still around todayâ€¦? Worst marketing strategy since New Coke. Climbed in to
move it and there was no gearshift on the column. Tucked neatly beside the front seat was a
four speed. So I get out to check the engine displacement The owner of a hotshot trucking
company had ordered it. Such a nice car. I called the reserve figure on Aug 2. Beautiful car.
Denis you made a good investment when you bought that car. The quality in those days was
Job number one, and with reasonable care which few got they would still be around today. The
condition of this car speaks volumes about the owners. I have had to part with several of my
cars lately and miss just touching them but one thing you can be sure of that if someone pays
25K, they are going to look after it. We only had one red fastback at the dealership and it was a
Demo driven by the owners brother and it was a hellva job to clean the inside of that back
window. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam
Clarke. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Howard A Member. Alexander
Member. There are 3 engine shots on the Ebay ad. Nice car. Adam Clarke Staff. Frank Sumatra.
The opening image should be an oil painting or at least show up on a calendar. Ike Onick. Bob
S. Bob 6. Gt equipped and fout speed are the true rarities. Will Fox. Absolutely beautiful. Except
for the fact that this car came from hot, sticky Atlanta originally. John Taylor. All the best, John
1. John Newell. This is a very nice car! John D. Denis Lanteigne. Thanks Denis 2. Carbuzzard
Member. Harry Hodson. Boatman Member. What are you trying to say, John? Morley Brown.
George Soffa. Troy s. Lee Yusten. Looks great and sounds better on his youtube video! Thanks
Lee! The car featured above was the car assigned to the detective backing up Frank Bullett.
From what I remember, the Five Hundred was a much bigger car than the Taurus. Please correct

me if I am wrong. Ford has a Galaxy van in the U. Mike W H. Thanks Denis 1. Denis, my
apologies. I stand corrected. Stephen Brodie. It has been sold Thank you. Did anyone notice
what it sold for? Thank you, Denis. That was the figure I had in mind, for that nice looking car!
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily
email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! To my eye, these
cars lack something in profile, but the attractive front and rear more than make up for that. The
XL trim adds interest and the must-have hidden headlights without seeming gaudy. I thought
the cars had badges behind the front wheels, but perhaps only on the GT. Though not
immediately obvious from these pictures, the top is completely shot and will need to be
replaced. Despite its indoor storage, decades of damp Ohio winters have imparted many
exposed finishes with surface rust. This car does not run, but the new battery indicates failed
attempts. Power brakes and steering will make this big convertible easier to handle once
everything is sorted. What do you think of this hidden-headlight rag-top? Dark green with black
interior. It was a very nice car but, of course, he wrecked it while in a pot induced stupor. The
feature car was a very classy looking ride at one time. Interior looks pretty good despite the
ripped convertible top. My guess is that the top got shredded on the way home. Also in Ford
made the XL with either buckets and a console or automatic on the column like this one. Before
that An XL trimmed car came with bucket seats and a center console with a floor shifter. As
mentioned earlier, I cannot imagine a triple black car without air conditioning so a switch-over
to factory air or even an underdash ad-on unit from classic air would definitely be something to
look into. That black vinyl seat can get quite hot out in the summer sun and be next to
impossible to sit on here in the Midwest on an 80 to 90 degree day. This must have been a
northern car when sold new.. Most of the 68 fullsize Ford came with the big block but the small
block was standard equipment. Very strong runners, very rare too for obvious reasons. Last yr.
I had one. The powerhouse in 68 was still the , with 68 being the final year, and very few were
sold. Although heavily detuned from previous years, it was still more potent than the Make it a
sleeper with a and dual four barrels with black on black interior and top with baby moon caps! I
believe you are under rating it. The 4V version of that same year was rated at hp. Both had
Engines were bulletproof. I owned this exact model 30 years ago and learned the hard way.
These cars are particularly prone to rust and can hide a multitude of problems. I would be very
careful. Must be mighty crusty for seller to be so upfront about it. Check out the Skylark?
Should be a law against storing cars in a shed in Ohio. Look at all the rust! In that damp climate
a heated and dehumidified building is a must! The prospective buyer needs to inspect every
square millimeter of the frame and the rest of the underbelly. Ohio is a rust belt state and the
frames on the 65 and up fords rusted out fast. I lucked onto one of these back in I agree that the
frame should be inspected and especially the top well where it dips into the trunk. Mine was rust
free, cream colored, air conditioned but lacking the retractable headlight doors. Don't post your
car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Todd Fitch. Like This? Get
Our Daily Email. Comments Steve R. Steve R. Troy s. I grew up in the back seat of tone of these.
It was a 2 door formal hardtop. As far as the XL goes, I much prefer the fastback body to the
convertible. Classix Steel. Engines were bulletproof 1. I think you are confusing the for the
Triple black. In this case air would be a must. Alexander Member. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge
Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Images are general in nature and
may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. As for sales, Ford had nearly caught up with
Chevy, largely due to the success of the Mustang, and a rising tide lifts all boats. Period
advertisements boasted that the Ford Galaxie was quieter than a Rolls-Royce, which was their
way of boasting about how well the engineers had done in isolating the new frame from the new
body. The reasons for this were practical enough; it was the first year since that the Ford and
Mercury full-sized cars again shared their essential architecture, basic frame and basic body
structures with variations , in a bid to increase profitability. This obviously benefitted the Ford
buyer more than the Mercury buyer. The cars received a mild face-lift with a new roofline on
two-door hardtops and a new two-way tailgate on the highly popular full-sized Ford wagons,
none of which carried the Galaxie nomenclature. The car featured a sports steering wheel of
simulated English walnut, bucket seats, a floor shift, low restriction exhausts and non-silenced
air cleaner, as well as new power front disc brakes. The LTD variant now shared the two-door
roofline, but the rear side glass shape was altered for a more formal appearance, and
technically speaking, LTD became a series of its own this year. Galaxie was again the

middle-player, with Custom still below and LTD above. People who wanted extreme power were
now buying mid-sized cars with monster engines, not full-sized cars. For all Hagerty Insurance
clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the
guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for,
even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance
policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not
reflect the specific vehicle selected. Length: Wheel Base: in. Number Produced 84, Set an alert
to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an
Alert? Dealership Showcased. Car had minor fire in the engine compartment, melted some o
Private Seller. Car is located in Beaumont, TX. This was my grandfather's car which was seldom
driven. Car on Nice car needs some TLC pretty straight all chrome. Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white
top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation
GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a
clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler
orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior
features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental
tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.
Factory style 2-piece Convertible Top cover. The convertible top you buy will be a great fit for
your car. Top Pads are made with special Black heavy duty Topping material. You can re-use
your existing Top Pads if they are in good shape. Top Pads sold as a set, buy one order per car.
Convertible Top Cables are sold as a pair, buy one order per car. You can re-use your existing
Top Cables if they are in good shape. Made with hard plastic, sold in 8 feet cuts. Tacking strip
can be easily cut, grinned or stacked as needed. Made with original Sierra textured expanded
Vinyl material. Other colors can be made, please inquire. It is on and looking so good. Really
improved the looks of my beautiful Miata.. I did have a vinyl top on and wanted the canvas. It
went on well, looks really great Thank you for a nice product. All the seams are Heat-Sealed.
Rear windows are DOT rated professional grade safety Windows made by well-known
manufacturers. No sewing is required. You can read detailed warranty information on our
warranty page. Factory Original material is the Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. Other colors can be
ordered, please inquire. Convertible Top Cables - 6 year warranty Convertible Top Cables are
sold as a pair, buy one order per car. Convertible Top Tacking Strips Made with hard plastic,
sold in 8 feet cuts. Style 1: Attaches with 23 Snap Fasteners, new Snaps included and installed
on the cover. Click on any color swatch or picture below to see a bigger version. Here is what
TopsOnline customers are saying Helpful Tips. It may seem a little weird to list the things that
we don't sell. Yes there are obvious things, like fresh fruit etc. But customers often ask about
other products. Read More. An in-depth explanation about the differences between pinpoint
vinyl and sailcloth vinyl to help you make an informed convertible top buying decision.
Distributor for:. Continue Shopping. Black on Black Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. White on Black
Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. Tan on Black Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. Buckskin on Black Haartz Pinpoint
Vinyl. Black on Black Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Tan on Black Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Convertible Top
Tacking Strip 8 feet long. Black Sierra Vinyl. White Sierra Vinyl. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. See results
below for Ford Galaxie Parts. Classic Industries is America's first choice for Ford Galaxie parts
and accessories. Product TT Wrapping headers maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit the
system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust View Product Details. The jacket
covers the header tubes vertically allowing for a consistent fit. The fit allows the exhaust system

Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive is the answer when you need a quick-drying, long-lasting spray
adhesive for a high-temperature application. Extra-strong contact-style adhesive sets quickly,
and lasts even in high temperature Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high temperature
fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant heat for
hoses and wires. The Turbo Insulating cover is designed to protect and improve performance of
the turbo and will help reduce turbo lag. The cut-to-fit cove comes with a substantial amount of
material to cover turbos from the smallest Quality stainless steel straps with the dependable
multi-lock system. The narrow width straps come with the multi-lock already attached - just
insert the end and pull to tighten. Made in USA. To finish off a clean and well-protected Exhaust
Insulating Wrap application it is recommended to use the Hi-Heat Coating. The coating will
protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. Extra resins and binders The
Suppressor is ideal when both sound and radiant heat control is needed. The Super Sonic
Acoustical mat offers superior sound dampening control to reduce road noise, rattles, engine
noise, and any other noises that are bothersome. The high density polyethylene film with an
aluminum foil This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection
from conductive and radiant heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce
misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products. The double-wall
construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This new
silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from
high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality
sleeving is made from braided Thermo-Guard FR offers the best hea
bmw x1 review youtube
1970 vw truck
scion xb dashboard warning lights
t and sound insulation! This lightweight, durable shield does everything: reduces sound,
absorbs vibration, protects from radiant heat and provides an extra layer of insulated padding.
Product K Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug deflectors, instrument covers, Use
your imagination and you will find many uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in
applications to protect painted Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring
can dry out, melt or crack over time. Like most Thermo-Tec products, it blocks Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive. Turbo
Insulating Cover. Copper 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Black 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Aluminum 11 Oz
Hi Heat Coating. Pint Bottle. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

